Abstract—Build logs from a variety of Continuous Integration (CI) systems contain temporal data about the presence and distribution of compiler warnings. Results from the analysis and mining of that data will indicate what warnings engineers find useful and fix, or continuously ignore. The findings will include resolution times and resolution types for different warning categories. That data will help compiler developers adjust the warning levels according to the ground truth, clarify the diagnostic messages, and improve the non-actionable warnings. The empirical findings will also help engineers to decide what warnings are worth fixing and which ones are not.

I. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Compiler warnings that indicate potential problems in the code are a byproduct of a daily “edit-compile-debug” development cycle. If warnings are present, an engineer must decide whether to fix, ignore, or suppress the warnings. Industry practices for commercial and open-source projects range from a zero-tolerance policy towards warnings [1], [2], [3] to stating that fixing warnings introduces more defects [4].

Ignoring critical compiler warnings can cause defects to propagate into a production environment. Those defects, in turn, can trigger issues such as reduced availability of services, memory corruption, and zero-day vulnerabilities. We need empirical data to develop sound, evidence-based policies to determine if and in what order to address compiler warnings.

Google’s experience with applying static analysis at a large scale indicates that it is hard to motivate developers to fix potential issues without a clear incentive [5]. In our industry experience, we make concurring observations regarding prioritizing fixing compiler warnings. Lack of evidence that can provide the incentive makes it challenging to determine the priority of this work. Outside of the warning level ranking provided by the compiler, we are not aware of any other prioritization techniques to determine what warnings should be fixed first. Our industry experience indicates that some warnings are more beneficial than others. Benefit in this context means that warnings detect serious defects, have less false positives, and engineers trust and understand the diagnostic reports [6], [7]. We anecdotally observe that the order in which engineers fix the warnings does not always match the severity level a compiler assigns to them. To determine the types of warnings that engineers either continuously ignore, fix immediately, or delay fixing, we propose that researchers mine the existing build logs and investigate this topic further.

II. AVAILABILITY OF DATA

CI is a practice of continuously integrating code changes into a shared code base [8]. The CI systems are widely used in industry by companies such as Google [9] and Meta [10]. The adoption of CI systems for open-source software is growing as well [11]. Several popular open-source projects such as FreeBSD [12] or Mozilla [13] have embraced the CI systems as the primary code delivery and validation vehicle.

The CI process results in a large number of build artifacts. In 2017, Google executed approximately 800,000 builds on a daily basis [9]. The build logs contain compiler output that includes the list of warnings that were generated during the compilation process. Typically, each CI build tracks also what new code changes are included in that build. Popular dynamic and static analysis frameworks such as CodeChecker enable inspecting the differences between two builds [14]. In our industry experience, the resulting build logs persist anywhere from weeks to months. As a result, a variety of data from both industry and open-source is available for analysis.

III. FUTURE RESEARCH TOPICS

The repository of CI logs can help researchers find answers to several questions such as:

1) What warnings have the longest and shortest lifespan? Does the order of fixing those warnings correspond with compiler’s classification scheme and suggestions?
2) Are warnings from some compilers fixed faster than others (e.g., Clang versus GCC)? What about different programming languages or static analysis tools?
3) Is there a relationship between various characteristics such as abstraction level, amount of code churn, programming language, or seniority of engineers and how fast the warnings are fixed?
4) What is the temporal change direction in the ratio of warnings to source lines of code? Does the ratio depend on different project characteristics?

Answering these questions will help engineers prioritize fixing compiler warnings, suppress the ineffective warnings, and provide feedback to compiler developers. Combing the data mined from CI logs with the information from the defect tracking database and source control system will provide even stronger evidence to substantiate any claims.
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